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The “Dubois” collection is more than just a collection of British North America covers— it is the history
of British North America. The covers essentially form a historical textbook of the French and British periods from the 1690s through 1860s, reflecting the events and circumstances that shaped the country we now
know as Canada. The covers and letters from this formative period demonstrate how mail routes were
influenced by the discovery and settlement of new lands, by colonial and international trade, by border disputes, and by land-based and naval warfare.
This sale of the “Dubois” collection provides the intellectually minded postal history collector the
opportunity to hold, handle and potentially own a tangible piece of history. While every item is related to
British North America, the collection represents a diverse and far-reaching range of subjects. The United
States postal historian will be impressed by the remarkable rarities found in cross-border mail, Colonial
American mail, Revolutionary War mail and covers carried by various routes through Boston and New
York. The military specialist will be intrigued by the concessionary rates from different provinces and
important war-time letters. The collector of ship and maritime letters will be enthused by the numerous rare or
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— CHARLES F. SHREVE

